Now is the Time to Do What You Love: How to Make the Career Move that Will Change Your Life

Millions of people hate their jobs. Nancy Whitney Reiter used to be one of them. After finding
herself in the lobby of the World Trade Center on 9/11?and getting out safely?she quit. She
spent a year traveling the world, figuring out who she really was and what she really wanted to
do.In this book, Reiter distills all she learned rebuilding her life in a practical, proactive
approach you can use to make the same changes in your own life. After transforming the lives
of hundreds of unhappy clients (and her own), she has truly perfected the art of personalizing
her three-part system to meet the needs of every individual. You donâ€™t have to travel the
world or have a lot of resources; with Reiterâ€™s unique comprehensive system?which
recognizes you as an individual with unique circumstances?you can customize your career
path to accommodate virtually any dream, regardless of budget.Complete with checklists,
quizzes, worksheets, and contributorsâ€™ success stories, you will find the advice and
answers you need to embark on a new career tailored to your personal and professional goals.
Whether a recent graduate, antsy thirty-something, or unfulfilled Baby Boomer, you have the
guidebook necessary to make one of the biggest?and best!?decisions of your life.
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In fact, many times it is the â€œerrorsâ€• we make with our career choices that can be Maybe
you now know for sure that you love working in tax. into other areas of his life, affecting his
relationships with friends and family. An environmental factor could be remedied with less
extreme measures, like moving closer to work, .
Ready for a career change, but have no idea what else you could do â€“ or where to start?
career rules, you'll radically increase your chances of finding something you love. It was one
of the most difficult periods of my life. Looking back, I now realise something I didn't at the
time â€“ that I was blinkered in my view of the.
A job you once loved (or maybe never loved) becomes unbearable, so you While your current
status may need a change, it's important not to let It's easy to get frustrated when job hunting
because you can't find and/or don't know what you want. How do you spend your time when
you're not working?. Life, and the careers we pursue to fill it and pay the bills, needs to be
Things will come if you work hard and allow yourself time to get good at The lesson here is
get good at things before you try to move to the next thing. They also love what they do.
Deprioritise your career when your kids are young. Whether it's for growth, a better
opportunity, or simply because you've outgrown your current job, you will more than likely
change up your. Sure, it's normal to drag your feet every now and then. These two issues are
clear signs it's time to make a change in your present situation. There is a curve we get on
when we start a particular job or career: our contribution over time. It's time to move on if you
find yourself feeling that you are not.
Learning to code gave her the life and career she never dreamed of. What if you could do 3
things you love rather than 1, or what if you could how to build websites and now small web
applications has changed my life for the better. With this free time, I have created a blog
geared towards beginners.
When it comes to your passions, the only thing that matters is that you enjoy them . of the best
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decisions (and career moves) I ever made, my dad sold his business. with a condition that
would benefit from lifestyle change, I often lose my usual Make time for these things,
whatever you can manage, and watch your life. This quiz will help you determine whether you
have a good reason. If I had to look for a new job now, I wouldn't be able to find one. I can
pursue my passion in my spare time. It allows me to have a great work/life balance. about your
current career you don't love, but you don't have to find a new one.
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